4 Gorgeous Patio Ideas For Your Home

Building a patio is an easy way to increase your home’s value. It provides a space for
entertainment and outdoor activities, which is a great sell for prospective homebuyers.
But before you hire masonry experts and contractors to start working, you’ll need to survey
your outdoor space and come up with ideas that fit your needs and budget.
We’ve compiled a list of patio ideas that are sure to hit the spot:

1. Brick Archway With Succulents
If you have enough space, you can incorporate an old courtyard-style brick archway on your
patio to welcome your loved ones.
The archway can lead you to a lawn or a yard with low-maintenance brick flooring that looks
earthy, and beautifully compliments an arrangement of potted succulents on the side. Choose
plants that don’t require much attention and grow quickly.

2. Outdoor Sitting Area
An outdoor sitting area is very handy when you want a quick break from the kids or if you just
need some alone time; it’s also an excellent place to have breakfast and soak in the sun before
you head out to work.
Residential masonry experts can help you construct a brick living room without walls in your
outdoor area, so you can step out whenever you want a breath of fresh air.

3. Brick Patio with Plant Beds
Only a handful of building materials
blend so seamlessly with plants and
nature. Orange-red bricks look
gorgeous with lush green plants,
which is why incorporating brick
plant beds into your patio works so
well.
If you have ample outdoor space,
ask your local masonry experts to
see if you can build a plant bed or
two in the area.

4. Freeform Patio Retreat
Who says a patio needs to have a structured layout? Any outdoor space can be turned into a
patio, regardless of its size and shape.
If you have an outdoor space that doesn’t have a clear shape, consider building a freeform brick
patio retreat. You can hire residential masonry contractors to build a brick floor, and furnish the
space with outdoor lounge chairs and a table.
It doesn’t have to be perfect; you just need to be able to enjoy the outdoors.

Creative Masonry & Chimney specialize in brick, pavers, and stone masonry, allowing us to
create beautiful patios for homes in Connecticut.
We take on both large and small projects that include building an outdoor fireplace/fire pits
and installing wood and pellet stoves.
Other than providing masonry services, we also offer comprehensive chimney services in
Granby, Bloomfield, Simsbury, Avon, West Hartford, Farmington, Bristol, and other nearby
areas.

Call (860) 225-9178 to book an appointment.

